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Abstract. The transF:c>itior heuristic is a common method used Ito improve the performance of 
accessing records ijnl 8 linked list. Aiher the list has reached a stea+{ state for the transposition 
hecristic, we begin1 to keep a frequ:nc:! count for each record. A method of re-arranging Ihe 
records, called the 1generalized counbx scheme, is introdrced and is shown to be optimal among all 
possible methods og re-arrangement based on the counts. The scheme is applicable ven when the 
count is small. 
The usual coumx scheme is ;also shown to be optimal, for <any finite count. 
1 II Introduction 
The use of a linked list in implementing cumputcr algorithlms is widespread, 
because a linked lisit is conceptually very simple, Ieasy to program and efficient in 
handling insertions and deletionis ol records. It is assumed that each record in the 
linked list will be accessed with :a ffixed but unknown problabillgy. It is desirable to 
have the more frequently accesr;ed records in the beginning of a linked list in order to 
yield good performance, Thre,l:s ., ;:ommon methods have been suggested. 
The courtterschenw : Associated with each record, there is a Gaunt, keeping track of 
the number of times the record is accessed. The rr:cord.s are then arranged in 
descend.ing order of the ir COUII~L 
@I@#-front me&o&‘: Whelqever a record whiich is not the first record in the list is 
accessed,:p@cF it in lthe beganoigg of the linked list. 
* This research wais supper ted in part b’y a j :rant Aom tk National Sciences aad EngxuAr;& R~S’:ar& 
Council c f Canada. 
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~r~ns~~&;rion ,~z&od: Whcnev’r:r i;, record which is not the first record in tf!e li%t is 
accessed, interchange it with its prsceeding record. 
The performance of the move-t~::~f..ont me hod and the transposition method lnrve 
been studied by a number of authors [l, 2, 4-91. It has been showi [SXJ that the 
move-to-front method is not as good as the transposition method at st:ady state, but 
the former method converges faster il J. The counter scheme was just “led when the 
counts associated with the records; arc large [9]. When the amount of 2 vailable space 
to store each count is small or when the probabilities of access of the records change 
by a large amount from one tirrz interval to another, it is appropriate to consider the 
counter scheme as applied to small ‘counts. In this paper, the usual counter scheme is 
shown to be the @ma1 way to arrange the records when the counts are finite, thus 
justifying its use even for small cou:1ts. We also present a counter scheme tkai: is 
applicable after trarqosition reaches teady state. It is shown that the scheme is best 
among al! methods of re-arrangement. In the process of this proof, we illustrate that 
the effect of transposition on records can be viewed as counts for the records. Since 
the described scheme is more general than the usual counter s&me, we call it the 
generalized counter scheme. 
In Section 2, the generalized counter scheme is presented. In Section 3, proofs for 
optimality are provided. 
2. The generalized counter sctmme 
The ith record is denoted by Ri, with unknown but fixed probability of access pi 
(‘_ G i G n). It is assumed in this paper, unless otherwise stated, that 
successive accesses of records are probabilistically independent of each other and the 
probability of access of each record does not change in a time interval. Of course we 
have pt+* * -+pn = 1. 
An arrangement of a linked list of n records is represented by (R,(l), . . . I R,,(,$ 
where rr is a permutation of (1, . . ,. , n), i.e., the ith element in the list is R,(i). It takes 
i probes to retrieve the record R,,i,. Thus, the expected cosi. of searching an element 
in this arrangement of the linked list is 
Suppose a heuristic like transposition for move-to-front is applied to a linked list. 
The heuristic is p &LGvated :for each record access. After some record accesses, a new 
arrangement of records is reached. Since record accesses are probabilistic, it is 
pc.+sible that we might have a diffe.rent set of record accesses, resulting in a different 
arrangem!ent of records. 9:n generaIl, all arrangement of the n records are possiible, 
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though they may occur with 8di.fferent probabilities. Whsn the heuristic ha:; been 
activated for a long time, a steady state is reached in which fu:rther activation of the 
heuristic will not change the cllir;Jrilbution on arrangement?‘. The performance of the 
heuristic, p, is measured by a,veragiing t&e expected cost of seaxhing a record over all 
possible arrangements, i.e., 
p = c P(v) cost(7r) 
?r 
where P(V) is the probab,ility ithial the linked lh;t is arranged as (R,(1), . e . , I?,& by 
the heuristic at steady state. P(V) wiEl be referred to as the steady-state distribution 
on arrangements. 
When a heuristic reaches steady state, further shuffling of tthe records by the 
heuristic will not improve its performance. Suppose the heuris!ic arrives at an 
arrangexncnr 71 = (R,(l), II . . , .R,&. At this point, we use: a counter to store the 
frequency of access of e:ach record. After N record accesses, let the frequencies 
registered be o = (Ifi, .f2, . . . , IL)\, whe,re fi is the access frequency of R,(i,. We now 
re-arrange the records based on ,the counts II. Each method of re-arralngemem can be 
represented by a map u -*a,,, where rr, is a permutation which re-arranges 7~ into 
27 - cr, =mr.a,(l), G42,, " *, Kr.,~ln)), i.e., the record occupying, the ith position 
(a,’ (i)) after re-arrangement originally occupies the u,(i)th (ith) position before 
re-arrangement. The ordinary counter scheme -would suggest o arrange the records 
in descending order of th.e fi’s. However this would have ignored the fact that the 
arrangement a comes from the steady state of a heuristic. Among all posr;;ible 
methods of re-arrangement, we have to choose one that mlost effectivejy combines the 
counter scheme with the end rersultt of a heuristic. ‘The fo!J:Dwing method, called; the 
generalized counter scheme, will be studied in Section 3: 
(i) If the heuristic is transposition, the generalized counter scheme re-arranges the 
records in descending order of 15 + R .- i. If f; + ~PZ - i = fi + RI - j, then the records Are 
placed in either order. In other ,words, we sruggest a 6” whiich satisfies 
fi+n-i:>fj+n -,i $3 FL1 (i) < &‘,I (j:), 
i.e. the record originally in thlz Rh pos!.tion should, in the re-arrangement, 
the record originally in the ,fiF. positiori if fi + n - i > fi + n - j. 
precede 
(ii] If no heuristi.c is used befo,re we keep the counts, then the records are arranged 
in descending orde:r of fie l’f fii = f,;, the tv o records a:re arranged in either osder. This is 
simply the ordinary counter scheme. 
A remark is in order here about the l;eneralin,ed carunter scheme in (i). By the time 
the steady state of transpo&ion is reached, th.e beginning records are likely to be 
more frequently accesseld than, the hlter ones. Since (i) arranges the record/s in 
descending order of fi + (U -’ i), it treats the record ;at position i as if it has received an 
additional count of (n -‘i) through transposition. In ot‘her words, the effect of 
transposition on a record can ix: viewed as a frequency count for the rec:ord. 
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3. idig the meatawe of performance 
The usual counter scheme was justified [9] by 
YU 
the Law of Large Numbers [3], 
which shows that it is Lsymptotically optimal, and is thus only appllicable for large 
counts and large space dy. The proof to be presented in this section ju Aifies th.e use 
of the generalized cour:ter scheme for any finite count. 
Let P(R) be the probability that an arrangement of records is 7r = 
!R rrClj,. . . , R,(,)) before counts are kept. We will first treat P(r) as a general 
diseribution on arrangements. Later, we will consider two specific P( n): 
;I) P(a) is the steady state distribution on arrangements for the transposition 
heuristic and 
(ii) P(r) is the distribution corresponding to a random distribution of records. 
Let 0 f Cfl, fi, . . . , f*) be the frequency counts corresponding to an arrangement 
3, i.e. re- 3rd R,(i) is accessed fi times. A method of re-arrangmeRt is a trans- 
formatio y 5; -* cp, where 4r, is a permutation to be used when frequency vector u is 
observed. cO changes the arrangement v into a new arrangement 7r . CT,. It places the 
cr,(,i)th record in the arrangement r into the ith position in the new arrangement. To 
measure the performance of a method of ye-arrangement, we have to compute the 
expected search time by averaging over all arrangements rthat would appear and by 
averaging over all frequency vectors u having the same tot;in frequency counts, iV. 
Proposition 3.1 provides an expression for the performance of a method of re- 
arrqngement. Proposition 3.4 then shows that the method of re-arrangelnent o-) CO, 
where & is as described in Section 2, min;laaizes this measure of performance, i.e. the 
pe.rformance measure for u -) 5;” is smaller than the performance measure for any 
. 
other u *w,, TIMS ic a- l +%ship is independent of the access probabilities of the 
records, as long as the access probabilities Ire fixed (but unknown) constants’, Thus, 
whatever the access probabilities, the generalized counter scheme performs better, 
on the average, than any other methods of re-araagement based on counts. 
IPr~position 3.1. 2X.e expected search time of c#l record by the method of re-arrangement 
iv --1 vu is 
~~f(uIrr,Pcrr,cosr(?ro~“) (1) 
where rr M~S through all pssible arrange ~:~ts, u through nll possible frequency ;veIctors 
havkg the sc,me total frequency counts N and f(u 1 r) is the probability of record,ing the 
frequencv uecior v under arrangement IT+ 
P”r~@f. When the initial arrangement is?r aud when a frequency vector v is recorded, 
ahe average search cost for the new arrangemem R . a, is cost(rr l u,,), S,ince 
fwaency vector o appears with probability f(u 1 vi, the cast, averaging o’lrer all 
frequency vectors 0 is c, f(e? 1 w) cost(?r * 0”). Since an arrangement v is assumed tc:; 
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occur with probability P(n), the overall expected search time, is 
c P(r)[; f(a 1 RI costb l o-d], 
9r 
which is equal to express KZ~ (1). 
It is clear from expression (1) that the best way (in terms of minimizing the 
expected search time) to re:shuMe the records is Riven by the transformation u + &, 
where 6” is the a, minimizing 
~ff(I+)Pi~) coS~t(Voa;). (21 
II 
We now compute f(o 1 n)R(w) and then find &@. 
Len+,~~a 3.2. For j&d access probabilities pi’s and fixed frequency vector o, 
f(vj &)a(~) is 
(9 Q$$i-‘p~~~~-~ . , . pyf-n 
if P(7p) is the steady-state distribution on arrtkragement R for the tran.sposition, heurit ?c, 
Iii) Gp& l l l dL 
if P(V) is the distribution, on jrecords random./y arranged in the linked list, where Cl 
and C’z ane independent of m-. 
Remark. CC; and C2 depend on the access pr&abilities pi’s and the freqUe:nCieS fi’s. 
pi’s are assumed to be fixe8d (but unknown) constants throughout this paper. When 
we are t, jring to minimize (2), we hold v fixed and try to determine 5,. Therefore 
Lemma 3 ,,2 is applicable.. 
ProrrL, (i) If P(V) is the stkady-state distribution on arrangements for the trans- 
poaititin h!euaistic, P(V) is equ.ai to Apt.:) l 1 * pcT$, where ,4 is a normalizing factor 
[4]. Since o follows a multino~mial distrittltiqn 
(ii) If P(T) corresponds to a rlmdom di;striibMion of records, P(V) = 1 !n !. Since 
f (u 1 n) is the same as given above, the con&&on follows. 
It is clear from Lemma 3.2 that (2:) is of line ferm 
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Lemma 3.3 minimizes expressions of this form. 
Lemma 3.3. Let cf 1, a2, . . . , cy” be n given real numbers and 1 >p’~ >*pz >a l l l > pn > 
0. Let a he a permutation of the integers 1, 2, . . . , n. U(u) is a real+: .‘ued func,?on 
defined on the set of ail permutatio~~s by 
If U(?i s U(o) for all o, then @ s&sties 
llvi>U!t *G-l(i)<G-‘(j) (3) 
Conversely, any permutatzon ~7 satisfying (3) minimizes U(o). Jtn other words, the 
perm~utation 
r zinimizes U(o-) if and only if the ordering of the ki’s is exactly the Ireverse of that.ofthe 
C’i’S. 
Jkmark. When we start from the steady-state distribution on arrangements for the 
t sansposition heuristic, ai can be interpreted as j$ + n - i. Thus the optimal permu- 
t ition 6, to be used when frequency vector t, is observed, will be the one :hat satisfies 
(3), i.e. fi +.n -i <fi + n -j =$6;‘(i) C S,‘(j)a fn other words, ~7~ re-arranges the 
I :cords in descending order of fi + n - i. In the ;a.se when we start from a random 
d istribution on arrangem’ents, cri can be interpreted {as fi* Then, the optimal permu- 
trtion & to 1~ used is to re-arrange the records in descending order of fi. We now 
sltate the main result that follows from Lemma 3.3. 
Proposition 3.4. For say fixed but unknown probabilities o,f access of the records, the 
generalized counter scheme descri,bed in Section 2 minimizes tne expected search ti’me 
among all methods of re-arrangement based on the frequency vector u. 
To prove Lemma 3.3, we make use of the following technical emma. 
Lemma 3.5. With tire s@me assumptions as in lemma 3.3 consider two fixed indices i 
and j. Let cr and o1 represent a pair of permutations satisfying uh’ (i) = o--l( j)l 
~1’ (j) --: o-‘(i) and or1 (k) = or-‘(k) for k f i, ,$ ITzen 
(i) 5yi > ai and a-l(i) > a-l(j) * U(,Cr) > U(iTl), 
(ii) cyI =I cyE 3 U(U) = U(u,). 
Proott’. To prove (i), it suffices to show that 
(f!.) 
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where w is anjr permutaticm and nl differs from w oniy at i and j, i.e, nl(i) = I, 
vi(j) = v(i) and Q r(k) = 7r(k) for all k Z i, j. Since 
= (~-‘(I9 -a-‘(i):l(~~ci,-P~tj~) 
and 
cOst(7T~~l~~)-coBt(~~~cr) = ( -l(i)-a”‘(r;))fp,,(i, -pmlcjj) 
= (~-l~j)-~-l(~~))(Prr(j~-~,o)r 
(4) is equn-alent $0 
p’~i(i~~~~j’~[.~-‘(i)-Q-“(~~)ICIJrr(i~-’Vrr~lj)l 
+P~~j,~~~~i~~~-1~j)--1w-'(i)3[.U,(j)-'t;'rr(i~]c0. 
The expre:aion on the 1e”F;c equals to 
P~C~i~&:‘i+W -cr-“(J)~~(.p~ci,--p.,(j~:)<P’~~P’ -,P2<Yi)I- (3 
Since a-l(i)1 > a-‘l(j), it is sufkient to examine the d.gn of the expression within {* - *) 
in (5). 
Since Q!i 1::’ (Yj, 
pm(i)>pmbj) * p~~~~;“‘:~~.P~~~~ and ,pm(i)<Pw(j) 3 p>Gp <p:ip- 
In both cases, the expression in (5) is less th:an 0. The proof of (ii) is similar. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. TCII estalbl.is8 (31, assume the contrary: CT = d mirnnmhes U(O) 
and for a certain pair of indices i and j, ui >%ai but ~?-‘(i> aii-‘(j). Since e is G 
permutation andi. i# j, c?‘-“(i) ::a E’(j). By Lemma 35, there exists a permutation ~1, 
differing from 6 (,at i and. j) su~ch t at U(BT~) < I/(G), contradicting the f’arct that U(.G) 
attains the mini.mum. 
The converse can be shown as r’ollows. Any two permutations atisfying (3) can 
differ only at those locat icns lidhere ai = C+ By Part (ii) of Lemma 3.5, they have the 
same value for Lr(a). T$BIS, ~:lrtry permutation satisfying (3) minimizes U(G). 
Conclusf orn 
It is shown that the genr:rrGzed counter sdlqxne k, the best among all methodts of 
re-arrsngemeni based ml cwnts. This a111ows; thescheme to be applicable when the 
count (and/or the space) ia s,;nail. The proof also :;hows that the effect of transposi,tion 
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on records can be vkwed as counts for the records. Unfortunately, wle have not been 
able to find an appropriate counter scheme to be used in conjunction with the 
move-to-front heuristic. 
We are grateful ro the referees for their suggestions toward the improvi=ment of
the paper. 
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